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King David was a great ruler. He took care of his people, he treated them right. He was a hero to the
people ever since he defeated the giant goliath. King David wanted to do right in the eyes of his people
and the eyes of God. He was called a man after God’s own heart. King David was a married man, but he
made a few mistakes. He saw a very beautiful woman and lusted after her. He invited her to his palace.
Most people when invited to a ruler’s palace agree to go even if it is just out of respect for the office, not
necessarily respect of the person. She had no reason to disrespect King David while her husband was off
to war so she went. After she arrived, King David went to bed with her. She got pregnant, David was
informed of this. Now he was in a dilemma. As king he should not be doing what he did. He violated
man’s laws and God’s.
So how do you get out of trouble? One way is to cover it up. So David sent for her husband from the
front lines of battle and told him to go home and spend time with his lovely wife. David hoped that her
husband would do what husbands do when they come back from war and then her pregnancy would be
covered up. Her husband never went to see his wife. Some unwritten military code of honor that he
wanted to be loyal to the other men who didn’t have the opportunity to go and be with their beautiful
wives. So David’s plan failed. Now what was David going to do?
On Sept 11, 2012 the US compound in Benghazi, Libya, was attacked. The MSM reported that the cause
of the attack was due to a video that was shown on the Internet. That was over 7 years ago, what does
that have to do with today? Why should I care? I will connect the dots and why it is important today. So
we may never know all the truth about Benghazi, but I’ll tell you some of the pieces and allow you the
privilege to use your God given brain to think for yourself. Benghazi was a CIA black opps site run by
Ambassador Chris Stevens. The US CIA was distributing weapons to our enemy. Just like David, certain
people in the know found out about it. So a cover-up was required. Almost all cover-ups start with a lie.
If I tell you the same lie over and over again, you may actually believe it. That is what the MSM does,
brainwashes you , so you don’t have to think for yourself.
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David decided that murder would be a good cover-up. After all dead people don’t talk, and if the
husband is dead, he could just take the beautiful woman to be his wife. Problem solved. So David
ordered the woman’s husband to be placed in the fiercest of fighting, withdraw the troops and allow the
enemy to kill him. The husband carried his own death orders back to the front lines. The husband was
killed in battle; David thought his problems were solved. No one would even know or find out. David
committed these mistakes: lust, adultery, coercion, lying, pride, and finally murder. Just to cover up the
fact that he did what he knew was not right and seduced another man’s wife. Corrupted his office, and
used his power for corruption.
A few key players in the military learned that Benghazi was under attack. These two brave leaders
organized a rescue mission. The Admiral and the General defied orders to stand down and continued
with the rescue plans. They were relieved of command. Uncle O was responsible for relieving them of

command. Why were they not allowed to go and rescue these US citizens? Well much like King David
gave the command to kill the husband, our government gave the command to kill the people in
Benghazi, Yes, to cover things up both King David and our commander in chief was willing to sacrifice
people under their command. As most evil rulers want power, control, and your money. Nothing will get
in their way. To them you are expendable. So the brave soldiers were executed by the enemy as a major
cover up for a bad CIA operation that was about to be exposed. Should be the end of the story. Coverup
complete for both King David and Uncle O.
At the time our Secretary of State was HRC. She verbally took responsibility and claimed she was
responsible for the security of these people. She blamed the deaths on a video that was released on the
Internet. This triggered the terrorist to attack the outpost.
Now that the good husband is dead, David marries the beautiful woman and he hopes they live happily
ever after. King David actually said “Don’t trouble yourself over this (death). War kills—sometimes one,
sometimes another—you never know who’s next. “ HRC says she is sorry for the loss of lives and goes
on with her life. Interesting how what HRC and King David do are so similar. History is repeating itself.
God has other plans, and no one, not even Satan can outsmart him. Nathan approached King David and
said “There were two men in the same city—one rich, the other poor. The rich man had huge flocks of
sheep, herds of cattle. The poor man had nothing but one little female lamb, which he had bought and
raised. It grew up with him and his children as a member of the family. It ate off his plate and drank
from his cup and slept on his bed. It was like a daughter to him.
“One day a traveler dropped in on the rich man. He was too stingy to take an animal from his own herds
or flocks to make a meal for his visitor, so he took the poor man’s lamb and prepared a meal to set
before his guest. David exploded in anger. “As surely as God lives,” he said to Nathan, “the man who did
this ought to be lynched! He must repay for the lamb four times over for his crime and his stinginess!”
So why no air support for Benghazi? Why not rescue US citizens? Why were the Admiral and the General
told to stand down? They train for these scenarios, that is one of their primary charters as military
forces! Some of the weapons that were distributed by the CIA to our enemy were stinger missiles.
Shoulder mounted surface to air missiles. Designed for one purpose, to shoot down airplanes,
helicopters, drones or anything else that flies. Should the US military enter the Benghazi zone with air
support they risked being shot down with US made missiles. Uncle O and HRC were well aware of this
complication. The very same weapons that we use against our enemies could now be used against us.
What a corrupt and twisted world we live in. Americans were outraged by Benghazi, but as the truth
comes out many of them still can’t believe our own government was behind it. What picture did the
MSM paint?
After King David’s explosive and angry reply, Nathan told King David “You’re the man!” said Nathan.
“And here’s what GOD, the God of Israel, has to say to you: I made you king over Israel. I freed you from
the fist of Saul. I gave you your master’s daughter and other wives to have and to hold. I gave you both
Israel and Judah. And if that hadn’t been enough, I’d have gladly thrown in much more. So why have you
treated the word of GOD with brazen contempt, doing this great evil? You murdered Uriah the Hittite,

then took his wife as your wife. Worse, you killed him with an Ammonite sword! And now, because you
treated God with such contempt and took Uriah the Hittite’s wife as your wife, killing and murder will
continually plague your family. This is GOD speaking, remember!
So David’s cover up was now exposed for all to see. David suffered immensely because of his actions.
The child born to the beautiful wife died shortly after birth, and other personal tragedies followed him
the rest of his life. Read the rest of the story in second Samuel in the Bible.
So how does this all relate to HRC, Secretary of State and today? Patience my friend, I’m getting there.
The puzzle is long, and I’m trying to give you the short version. Sometime after the attack on Benghazi,
one of those stinger missiles that were distributed to our enemies was shot at a US helicopter. By God’s
divine intervention it didn’t explode, but simply lodged itself into the helicopter. The truth will always be
revealed if not in this physical world, at the judgment seat of Christ. The guilty will be found out.
Tracing the serial number of the missile, it pointed back to the black opps site run by the CIA in
Benghazi. Yes, the very CIA that was designed to help protect the US citizens had provided the missile
that almost shot down a US helicopter. Allow me to digress a little; digging into the acts of the CIA is a
death wish. What we do know is that many elements of the CIA are rogue agents working on their own.
Each element can be its own entity, and acts totally independent of other elements. Once a member of
the CIA, always a member, you are part of the family until death, and you can be called upon at any time
to return to duty. US laws state that the CIA is not allowed to act against US citizens on US soil. There
shall be no active CIA activity on US territories. That is for our own protection. Hopefully Director Gina
Haspel, the first woman director of the CIA, is still cleaning house and these rogue operations are being
dismantled.
Connecting the dots. King David was called out by God and found guilty. Sometimes like the parking pass
on the copy machine, one small piece of evidence verifies what we already knew.
The MSM and HRC both reported that the attack in Benghazi was caused by a video released on the
Interment. LIE and more LIES! Yesterday one of those obscure small pieces of evidence was discovered
thru the freedom of information act. Apparently HRC telephoned her daughter and told her that the
attack was not caused by the video, but was pre-arranged, and pre- planned ahead of time. Now it all
makes perfect sense. I knew at the beginning that we were being lied to by the MSM and the Secretary
of State. None of us had any proof. Now we do. What the DOJ decides to do with it is up to them, but no
matter what happens, I’m praying for God’s divine intervention and His justice. Yes, our own
government was willing to kill US citizens to cover up their evil deeds. This continues today from all
those evil people that are still embedded and continue to sabotage any good that is achieved. This Virus
did not just come out of China, it has evil US citizens backing and supporting it. Thus the invisible enemy
is the Virus, and all the evil influence from our own citizens that are promoting it and blowing it out of
proportion.
Let’s try to summarize this: Benghazi is a CIA black opps distributing weapons to our enemy. The plot is
discovered and about to be exposed. The best way is a cover up, killing the key people that know about
it. The innocent soldiers and anyone else that dies are just collateral damage they (and you) are

expendable. They use lies to cover it up. The air support could stop the killing, but the truth about the
missiles might come out, so we command two brave men to stand down. The mission in Benghazi is a
success so we get the voice of the Democratic Party and the evil rulers, the MSM, to simply spin the lie
that it was all caused by the video that instilled the terrorist to attack the US compound. Yep that is how
it should have played out.
Enter US mandated record keeping track of all conversations on government issued phones. A simple
phone call discredits the entire story, a call between mom and daughter. It’s almost as stupid as the
parking pass, yet it proves that HRC and uncle O were both directly responsible for the death of 4 US
citizens under their protection. Many others were wounded. What ever happened to the Admiral and
the General? Why were these two men not questioned when this was investigated? In April of 2013, 5
independent house committees issued a joint statement to the effect of we don’t know what happened
in Benghazi. They made certain that it would be buried and gone forever. The cover-up continues. Why?
Well those in power want to remain in power and will do whatever it takes to accomplish this. How
many people have died so evil rulers can stay in power? Too many to count, but hopefully these truths
too will come out. General Flynn is one of those who know what happened to many of those dead
people. His case is another attempt to cover up all the evil that has gone on for decades. He is a patriot,
to the core, he is an American hero. When the truth which the corrupt DOJ is withholding finally comes
out, He too will be exonerated.
Have you heard of the 16 year plan to destroy America? Too long to tell you it all, but it ties into all the
other corruption, so I’ll give you the summary of the first 8 years. There are names attached with each
of these responsibilities, but I’m skipping the names for now. Under uncle O the first 8 years this was to
be accomplished towards the destruction of the United States of America: Install rogue operators in
government; remove good guys from government, fund terrorism (MS-13, ISIS); leak classified
intel/military secrets; special access program selloff (pay to play); give North Korea nukes and also to
Iran; cut military funding; weaken NSA/ reveal their secrets and programs (while strengthening the CIA);
fund supply chain for North Korea and Iran; weaken command of high ranking military (Admirals and
Generals); Target / weaken conservative base (IRS attacks); Kill NASA space and space defense; relax
boarders / flood country with illegals; finally kill Justices of the Supreme court and replace with liberal
puppet (Loretta Lynch). Ok that is just the first 8 years, and looking back at history uncle O did a good
job of almost destroying the US by implementing these strategies. The next 8 years was to belong to
HRC and she was to complete the destruction. Less than 2 years after the Benghazi incident HRC
announced her run for President. Had she won, Kim’s prophecy of putting a witch in the White House
would have been fulfilled.
Thank God for divine intervention and the election of a president who is far from perfect, but at least
puts We the People first. Tries to protect us, and works towards a stronger United States of America.
King David remained king, but although he repented and turned back to God, he still suffered immense
personal family loss for his mistakes. The country was also affected and ended up in more wars, more
bloodshed, more turmoil. The peace and prosperity they had experienced was altered.

HRC is still facing judgment by man, and this little phone call that shows it was all a lie is only the
beginning. She is guilty of treason, which in the US is punishable by death. Her evil acts are so long and
the number of bodies she has left in her trail is staggering. For 3 years now one of my friends has said
“show me” well it is not my job to show the evil deeds of HRC, but there is enough evidence that a first
year law student should be able to prove most of them. You can believe the lies of the MSM, or you can
use your brain and come to your own conclusion. Benghazi, Uranium 1, Seth Rich, human trafficking,
Epstein Island, take your pick research any of them and you will find a corrupt trail of evil.
You may say, well I’m certainly not nearly as evil as HRC, I haven’t killed anyone or done such an
elaborate cover-up, how does any of this relate to me? I thought the same thing once. Then I realized
that a Holy God could not relate to me no matter how good I tried to be. There was always some small
fault that revealed the truth. I realized I had fallen short of what God expected. I realized all (including
me) had fallen short of being perfect in the eyes of God. Was there any hope? Would I experience
torment like King David? I also realized that man and women are more than flesh and blood. We are also
spirit. So what happens when I die? Since my spirit lives forever, where does it go? God created all of us
so that we could enjoy His presence. He wants all of us in Heaven with him for all eternity. So God sent
Jesus to pay for our faults, payment in full. I learned to accept Jesus as payment for my debt, a debt I
could not repay, could not work out or thru. I also learned that Jesus wants to be in charge of our lives. I
know that because of some of the bad choices I have made on earth there are consequences on earth
just like King David, but I also know that I have eternal peace and joy in Heaven with God.
You too can escape spiritual torment and eternal damnation in Hell. Accept the free gift of Jesus as
payment in full against the debt you owe God, live in eternal peace in heaven.
With all the crazy stuff going on, the virus, wars and rumors of war, evil people wanting you dead, today
may be the last chance you have to make that choice. Are you willing to risk forever and forever and
forever living in eternal damnation for a cover up of your faults? God knew all about King David’s faults.
There was no way King David could hide them from God. So God sent Nathan the messenger to tell him.
David realized his faults and repented. What choice are you going to make? Your soul is far more
valuable than anything else on this earth. Choose wisely.
Let me pray for you
Lord Jesus thank you for the example of King David, one of your servants who went astray and repented
to come back to you. It shows us your grace, mercy , forgiveness and love for when we do evil. Thank
you that you are in control, that nothing escapes your almighty power. That no matter how bad things
get, you see thru the evil thru the cover-ups in the world and in our lives. Bring us peace in this time of
losing many loved ones, of feeling despair. Restore our freedoms and by your love may we move
forward together in unity to defeat the enemies that are trying to destroy us. Give us righteous rulers,
people who truly love to help people and nations. Swiftly execute your justice on those evil rulers that
are causing us pain and distress. May your power bring them to sanity or justice, to deliver us from their
evil grasp?

As King David so eloquently stated in PS 51 God, give me mercy from your fountain of forgiveness!
I know your abundant love is enough to wash away my guilt. Because your compassion is so great, take
away this shameful guilt of sin. Forgive the full extent of my rebellious ways, and erase this deep stain
on my conscience.” In Jesus Name I pray amen
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